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Utah HOSA State Officers 2017-2018
During the 2017 Utah
HOSA State Leadership
Conference held in March,
the new state officers were
chosen. The new state
officer team led Utah’s Fall
Leadership Conference just
last month and are ecstatic
to see what Utah HOSA can
do before the State
Leadership Conference this
coming March. The
2017-2018 Utah HOSA
officers are as follows:
Sheila De La Cruz —
President from West High
School
Ellie Siddoway —
Secretary from Viewmont
High School
Ciara Ford — Southern VP
from Paydon High School

Thank You

Emily Newman —
Northern VP from Box
Elder High School
Julie Abbott — Middle
School VP from Orem
Junior High
Kamryn Burnside —
Davis VP from
Viewmont High School
Lindsey Middleton — Utah
Co VP from Timpview
High School
Lydia Day — Service VP
from Timpanogos High
School
Madeleine Anderson —
Alumni Rep from Prove
High School
Kevin Kuehne — Salt Lake
VP from Mountain View
High School

Katherine Castellon —
Southern PS Rep from
Dixie State University
Noelle Atkin — Northern
PS Rep from Utah State
University
We are also pleased to
announce to you the
addition of a new staff
member to the leadership
team! Garth McFarland,
advisor at West High, will
serve as an assistant
leadership coach. Welcome
aboard!

President’s Message

Activity

Stay Up-to-Date
Follow us on:
@uthosa

@utahhosa

@UtahHOSA

By Sheila De La Cruz, President
Since its start in 1976, HOSA: Future
Health Professionals, has been providing
opportunities for health science students
to gain personal growth and develop into
responsible members of the health care
community. HOSA is a driving force for
leadership, character development,
academic excellence, and service that has
captivated the attention of over 200,000
members around the globe. Even among
all these members, the voices of Utah
HOSA have been loud and clear as many
have contributed with impressive
achievements. It is to no surprise that

with all of the opportunities HOSA offers,
our state membership has increased this
past year as more students from the
middle school, secondary, and
postsecondary levels have joined this toptier organization; although, HOSA’s goal
is much more than membership increase.
HOSA focuses on the growth of the
individual member. I can attest to this as I
have seen what this organization has done
for many people, one of them being
myself.
HOSA has been a very big part of my
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life throughout the past four years
that I have been involved with the
organization. When I joined HOSA
in my freshman year of high
school, I did not think it would be
an organization of particular
importance. I joined because I was
interested in the health care field
and thought HOSA would help me
stay on track. As the years have
gone by, I have learned that HOSA
is an organization that offers so
much more than what my
superficial, freshman brain
thought. Through HOSA, I have
gained valuable friendships with
incredible people who have helped
me become who I am today. The
members from my HOSA Public
Health Team are some of my
closest friends. Some of my
happiest memories come from
moments spent with my 2016-2017
State Officer Team. It was one of
the hardest things I have had to do
when I said goodbye to my team
from last year, so much so that I
was in tears. Through HOSA, I
have taken risks that I thought I
was not capable of taking. It was a
struggle for me to even ask for a
state officer application from my
chapter advisor. Fortunately, my
advisor was kind enough to give
me the chance to see how far I
could go. Because of HOSA, I
have even traveled places where I
never thought I would. The
International Leadership
Conference (ILC) of 2016 in
Tennessee was actually my first
time traveling on a plane, and
before the ILC of 2017 to Orlando,
I had never gone to Disney World
or even Disneyland for that matter.
In one sense, I was correct that
HOSA would “help me stay on
track”. Where I was wrong,
however, was how I originally
viewed the “health care
professional”. More than just a
person who knows the facts, the
health care professional is a leader,
a risk taker, a giver, and a friend.
Even though I have so much more
to learn, I can say that HOSA has
helped me gain the knowledge of

what it really means to become a
health care professional.
This year, I would like to focus on
improving the quality of
membership for each student who
joins HOSA. There are many
reasons to join HOSA, but not all
members are aware of all of these
reasons. Members can delve into
career exploration, learn important
lessons from guest speakers, and
network with others. Members can
also apply for valuable
scholarships and internships,
compete at the state and
international levels, and become
active forces of good through
much needed service. The HOSA
national service project this year
with the National Alliance on
Mental Illness (NAMI), is of
particular importance in our state;
Utah being the state with the
highest number of suicide rates in
the country. It is rare to find
someone who does not know at
least one person suffering from or
showing symptoms of a mental
illness. Through the dedication of
HOSA members to service, it is
possible for people with mental
illnesses to find the resources they
need and for the stigma of mental
illness to eventually disappear. It is
my goal that members will be able
to apply that concept of service in
such a way as to prepare
themselves for their futures as
leaders and professionals. By
focusing on the quality of
membership this year, it is my
belief that an increase in
membership will naturally come as
a result. When visiting chapters, I
plan on sharing all the reasons in
my knowledge for joining HOSA
as to both increase and boost the
quality of membership.
If I could leave one message for
members to remember, it would be
that it is possible to do the
unthinkable when you take risks
and invest time into what you love.
My reserved nature was a huge
obstacle for me as I tried to make
progress as a HOSA member, but
instead of dwelling in my little

bubble, I decided to take a risk by
applying to become a chapter
officer in my school. That later
turned into taking another risk by
applying to become a state officer
and once more by running for a
second year. As I took each of
these steps, I never knew what the
result would be but I did know that
by investing in an organization and
career field that I loved, that the
risk would be worth it. I am very
grateful for the opportunities
HOSA has given me to grow as a
person and it is my wish that more
people can take advantage of the
opportunities that HOSA offers as
well. HOSA’s hands are always
open. All that is needed is a little
determination to reach towards
those hands and let them take you
forward.
Even more powerful than
accepting the hands of HOSA is
reaching out one’s own hands to
others. A great example of people
who have done this and continue to
do so are the 2017-2018 Utah
HOSA State Officers. Already, the
2017-2018 Utah HOSA Executive
Council has been working
diligently in preparation for a
tremendous year. In the few
months that I have gotten to know
team members, I can sincerely say
that each of them have remarkable
qualities that make it a privilege to
work alongside them. I am looking
forward to making connections
with members and advisors from
across the state and hope to make
the best out of every moment
serving on this incredible team.
Just as HOSA has been my pillar
for growth these last four years, I
hope that many others can see it
this way as well.

‘Tis the Time to Be Thankful
As technology continues to
advance, we keep finding new
ways to say “thank you.” From
emails, phone calls and text
messages — they all get the job
done! Yet, a handwritten note
tops them all. It shows the
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person that you took the time to
sit down and write something
just for them, because they’re
worth it.
Writing thank you notes is a
valuable skill one should
develop. To help you get
started, here’s a few simple
steps you can follow:
1. Have a good pen and high
quality paper. A storebought card works well too.
2. How long will it be? Make
sure it will fit on the paper/
card you have.
3. Start by thanking the
person and let them know
why.
4. Refer to the past and
future. Examples of this are
“you’ve always motivated
me,” or “I look forward to
seeing you.”

at www.uthosa.org under
“Students”.
Internships are also a huge part of
HOSA not many members are
involved in. Examples of healthrelated internships available to
members are: Gap Medics, a 1-8
week internships of shadowing
doctors, nurses, physician
assistants, or dentists abroad;
GPSA for Health Medical Fellow,
a 15-month program in rural
Guatemala or Belize working on
public health and clinical care; and
U.S. Public Health Service – Jr/Sr
Co-Step Program, where students
work in the same exciting Federal
agencies and programs as active
duty Commissioned Corps officers.
More examples and more detailed
explanations of requirements and
descriptions can be found at
www.hosa.org under “Resources”.

NAMI - National Alliance on
Mental Illness

5. Close with personal
thanks.

15 to 44. Because of this epidemic
of mental illness, National and
Utah HOSA have allied with
NAMI to fight mental illnesses. In
this alliance, HOSA is dedicated to
raising awareness of mental
illnesses and provide help to those
affected through fundraising as
well as promoting the organization
and its resources.
There are many warning signs of a
suicide, including threats or
comments about killing
themselves, increased alcohol and/
or drug use, aggressive behavior,
social withdrawal from friends,
family and the community,
dramatic mood swings, and many
more.
If you or a loved one is at risk,
NAMI has many resources for you.
Visit their website at
www.nami.org or use the NAMI
Help Line at 1-800-950-NAMI
(6264). If you are interested in
supporting the organization,
consider getting involved with the
Utah NAMI Walks and Talks.

6. Finally, remember to
proofread!

Sleep — It’s Underrated!

Now, it’s time for you to start
writing!

By Emily Newman, Northern VP

Scholarships and Internships
By Ellie Siddoway, Secretary
Scholarships are a part of HOSA
that not many people know about
or apply for. There are many
different opportunities one can
easily acquire by just submitting an
application. During ILC in
Orlando, Florida this year, $75,000
in scholarships were handed out to
73 members out of over 400 that
applied. In our state alone, Utah
HOSA members were given
$30,000! Scholarships are provided
to students by organizations such
as the Army ROTC, Intermountain
Healthcare, and the Utah Hospital
Association. The application for
Utah HOSA scholarships are found

By Lydia Day, Service VP
What is a mental illness?
According to NAMI, the National
Alliance on Mental Illness, it’s
defined as “a condition that affects
a person's thinking, feeling or
mood,” and 1 in 5 Americans
suffer from a mental illness. NAMI
works to fight mental illnesses and
eliminate the negative stigma that
has become so dominant in today’s
society. Through educational
classes, fundraisers, NAMI walks,
advocating on public policies,
NAMI helplines, and more, NAMI
has built better lives for the
millions of Americans affected by
mental illness.
Utah has the 5th highest suicide
rate in the country, and suicide is
the 2nd leading cause of death
among people between the ages of

The bell rings at the end of the
school day as your teacher reminds
you about the final report due
tomorrow – the report you haven’t
even started. It’s going to be a late
night again! When life gets busy, a
full night’s sleep is often the first
thing cut out of our lives. We’ve all
had late nights with little to no
sleep, but how much are we
actually affected when we skip out
on our beauty sleep?
Sleep is a vital part of each of our
lives and essential to maintaining
our health and well-being. It
affects all aspects of our body
mentally, emotionally, and
physically.
Physically, our bodies need sleep
to be able to function as we go
through life. Deep sleep allows our
bodies to grow and develop which
3

helps reduce the risk of diseases
and disorders. As a research article
from the Division of Sleep
Medicine at Harvard Medical
School states, “…getting enough
high-quality sleep may be as
important to [physical] health and
well-being as nutrition and
exercise.” Sleep is necessary to
live a healthy life and without it,
our bodies wouldn’t be able to
survive.
Sleep also allows our bodies to
regulate hormones that affect our
emotions and behavior. Without
this daily recalculating, it becomes
more difficult to control mood and
side-effects such as depression,
lack of motivation, and irrational
behavior can occur. Emotionally,
sufficient sleep is vital to
maintaining positivity and
productivity.
Mentally, sleep plays a very
important role in the function of
cells in the brain. By sleeping, our
brains are able to process and store
memories and form new pathways
for future knowledge. Sleep is so
important that research from the
National Sleep Foundation has
found that when we get less than
half a night's sleep, it can impair
our memory and even alter the
behavior of our brain cells.
Without a full night of rest, the
brain can’t perform its role and
mental processes like decision
making suffer.
As Dr. Clifford Saper says, “…we
cannot underestimate the
importance of a good night's
sleep.” It impacts all parts of our
lives. So, when life gets busy,
make sure sleep always makes its
way into your schedule!

What Being a CNA has Taught
Me
By Ciara Ford, Southern VP
His smile can warm anyone’s
heart, but his dark blue eyes
always make me cry if I look into

them deep enough. As one of his
caregivers, I have the privilege of
experiencing those heart warming
smiles on a daily basis, but I also
carry the burden of knowing he is,
for the most part, miserable. He
has been in the facility I work in as
a CNA (certified nursing assistant)
for about 5 months, and his smiles
have grown less and less frequent
as his condition has declined. The
only insights I have into his life are
the few encounters I have had with
his wife, and a picture of a
younger healthier him, which sits
on his bedside table. I often
wonder who he was and what he
accomplished for it seems so
strange to me that I am the one
taking care of him in such a
vulnerable state of his life; yet, I
don’t really know who he is. Being
a CNA is so much more than just a
job to me, it’s a privilege. The man
whom I speak of, with his pain
filled eyes, and compassion filled
smile, is dying painfully and
slowly. Although there is very little
I can do to ease his pain, I can still
sit and hold his hand as I try to
make him smile. I can provide care
to him which makes him feel loved
and respected. I can learn
something from my experience.
Being a CNA has taught me that in
healthcare, we, the care providers,
won't always have the answers. We
won't always have the cure or the
medication, but we will always
have our smiles and hearts to give
to our patients.
CNA’s are so critical to end of life
care and being one can help all
future health care providers
develop the skills they will need to
excel in their careers. For those
interested in becoming a CNA, I
will explain the process. First, one
must complete a course which is
approved by the Utah Nursing
Assistant Registry (UNAR).
Secondly, one must pass a written
and a skills test given by the state.
Once you become a certified CNA,
many job opportunities are
available in Utah. CNA’s have the
opportunity to work in hospitals,

skilled nursing facilities, assisted
and memory care facilities as well
as in people’s homes. With this
wide array of job opportunities
also comes the wide variability of
hours. For more information on
jobs and training, visit the UNAR’s
website at www.utahcna.com.
I would recommend anyone who is
interested in health care to become
a CNA. By being one, I have
gotten to meet so many amazing
people and develop many skills
which will help me throughout my
healthcare career. CNA’s have the
opportunity to change people’s
lives every shift, and even though
most of the time we don't have a
cure, we can always give
compassion. We can always make
a difference.

The Artificial Pancreas: How it
Could Change Lives of
Diabetics Worldwide
By Madeleine Anderson, Alumni Rep
Ever since the pancreas’ role in
diabetes was discovered in 1889 by
Joseph Von Mering and Oskar
Minkowski, there have been
incredible strides in managing and
learning about the disease. Even
though we know more about
diabetes (both type 1 and type 2)
now than ever before, managing it
has become more and more
expensive as well as painful. The
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average type 1 diabetic will spend
anywhere from $7,900 to $13,700
per year, not to mention the
physical pain and uncomfort they
have to go through from testing,
changing sites, or sensors. On
average, depending on if they use
an insulin pump or syringes, a
person with diabetes has to test 5
times daily (twice if they have a
sensor to calibrate), change the
insulin pump site every 4 days, the
sensor once every 2 weeks, use
insulin needles anywhere from 8 to
15 times, and adjusts their blood
sugar levels anywhere from 2 to10
times. Not only is that annoying,
but it's also painful.
The artificial pancreas, commonly
known as the iLet, would decrease
pain and presumably make it much
easier to manage. The iLet is a
lancet device, insulin pump, and
sensor all in one. The idea for the
iLet came from BetaBionics, a
Massachusetts public benefit
corporation, in order to “bring
[their] technology to as many
people living with diabetes or other
conditions of glycemic
dysregulation as possible in an
expeditious and responsible
manner.” This would mean less
pain, easier access to blood sugar
levels, faster results, and easier
monitoring for both parents/
caregivers and patient. The iLet is
currently close to finishing the
trials and will hopefully be
released to the public soon. The
artificial pancreas could be a game
changer for those living with and
studying diabetes.

Running for Office? Don’t Get
Your Tinsel in a Tangle!
Do you think you have what it takes
to become a State Officer? Is there a
part of you that wants to know what
it’s like? If so...apply! That want, no
matter how big or small it may be, is
the first sign that you are a great
candidate for it! Listed below are just
a few more tips when it comes to
running for office.
1. It’s not complicated. Keep your

platform simple and clear.
1.

2. Always be humble and kind.
Have one or two accomplishments
and explain how you can use them
to serve the state.
3. How did you get here? Why are
you interested in a healthcare
career and why are you a member?
4. Catch their attention. What
makes you stand out from
everyone else?
5. No excuses. Put your best efforts
forth.
6. Be Yourself! There’s no one else
like you. Embrace that!
If you’d like to apply, make sure to
ask your advisor about the application
process. If there are any other
questions, please email any State
Officer or a member of the State
Staff. We’d be more than happy to
help! Also, check out a more detailed
list of the tips at www.hosa.org. Just
search “Running for Office.”

Fibrodysplasia Ossificans
Progressiva
By Kamryn Burnside, Davis VP
Fibrodysplasia Ossificans
Progressiva, more commonly
known as FOP, is an incredibly
rare disease in which the muscle
and connective tissue are replaced
by bone. Generally starting with
the neck and shoulders, the disease
moves down the body, constraining
movement. As joints become
affected, it brings a loss of
mobility, starting with eating and
speaking problems caused by the
inability to fully open the mouth.
Breathing disorders can also occur
due to extra bone formation around
the ribcage, which restricts lung
expansion. While the disorder
progresses naturally, any trauma to
soft tissue will cause rapid
ossification, and flare-ups may
occur due to viral illnesses. The
entire process begins to be
noticeable in early childhood, and
the most easily distinguishable

characteristic feature is a
malformed big toe. Those with the
disorder may also have short
thumbs or other skeletal
abnormalities.
The gene that causes FOP is
known, ACVR1. Mutations in the
ACVR1 gene are believed to alter
the receptor shape, thus activity
and mechanisms are interrupted.
The receptor may be constantly
turned on, which causes an
overgrowth of bone and cartilage.
FOP is autosomal dominant,
meaning only one altered copy of
the gene is enough to cause the
disease. There have been several
hundred cases reported, with the
chances being 1 in 2 million. In
fact, chances of being
misdiagnosed are around 80%.
There is no known treatment for
fibrodysplasia ossificans
progressiva; however, researchers
are looking for new treatments and
may have found one that controls
bone growth. There are some
medications that may reduce pain
and inflammation. One of the
biggest issues with FOP is that it is
mostly unknown, because it is so
rare. More publicity on
fibrodysplasia ossificans
progressiva would help those with
the disorder gain the help and
research that is needed to find a
treatment, or even a complete cure.

The Future of Gene Editing:
CRISPR-Cas9
By Noelle Atkin, Northern PS Rep
Recently, there has been much talk
in the scientific community about a
controversial new technique to edit
the human genome. It’s called
CRISPR-Cas9, which stands for
Clustered Regularly Interspaced
Short Palindromic Repeat. This
groundbreaking technology allows
researchers to change the genome
by adding to or altering the
sequence of DNA.
CRISPR-Cas9 works by using an
enzyme called Cas9, and a piece of
5

RNA. DNA can be cut in an exact
location by using Cas9 so that parts
of the strand can be altered. The
RNA, which more specifically is a
gRNA (or guide RNA), helps Cas9
discover and attach itself to a
specific sequence in the DNA.
Then, the cell recognizes that the
strand of DNA is damaged and
attempts to repair it. CRISPR is
reliable, fast, as well as
inexpensive and can be used for
treating diseases such as cancer,
high cholesterol, and hepatitis B.
Recently, researchers successfully
removed HIV infection in lab mice
with the use of this technique. It
has already been used a few times
to treat human diseases; although,
it has only been tested with nonreproductive cells.
There have been many recent
debates about whether or not it
should be used in germline, or
reproductive cells. Currently, gene
editing of germline cells is illegal
in most countries, this is because
changes made in any germline
cells will be passed down from
generation to generation. The
future will decide what happens
with CRISPR, but we can be
assured that it will, and already
has, changed the way we research
human genes.

SLC and Middle School
By Julie Abbott, Middle School VP
I began attending HOSA
conferences in 2015, but didn’t

start competing until this year.
HOSA provides amazing
opportunities for each person by
hosting outstanding leadership
conferences.
The real start of my HOSA
experience began when I attended
the State Leadership Conference
(SLC) in March of 2017. The
biggest challenge for me was
choosing what event/s I wanted to
compete in. The Middle School
Division has events that are just
right for our school curriculum. I
decided to prepare for the Medical
Reading and Prepared Speaking
events; I also chose to apply for a
position on the Utah HOSA
Executive Council. In order to
perform well in the events, I
practiced my speech, interviewing
skills and read the required books.
After what seemed to be a very
long time, SLC arrived. The first
day I had the pleasure of meeting
many new people, attending
opening ceremonies and studying
for my events. Day Two was so
much fun! I woke up and ran the
Utah HOSA 5K Scholarship Run at
7:00 a.m., took the Utah HOSA
State Qualifying Test at 8:00 a.m.,
delivered my prepared speech at
9:00 a.m., took my Medical
Reading test at 9:45 a.m., and had
my State Officer interview at 11:05
a.m. WHEW! I can definitely say
my hard work and preparation paid
great rewards. I placed 3rd in
Medical Reading, 1st in Prepared
Speaking, and became the first
Middle School Representative on
the Utah HOSA State Officer
Team. Due to my first place finish
in Prepared Speaking at SLC, I had
the opportunity to compete at the
International Leadership
Conference (ILC). Just like what I

did for state, I did some more
tweaking and a lot more practicing.
I have had the wonderful
opportunity to meet many other
students in the HOSA Middle
School Division, which has been
created to continue the HOSA
pipeline to healthcare careers. The
competitive events program for
Middle School has been tailored to
meet the needs of knowledge and
skills for this age group. If your
junior high school or middle
school is interested in forming a
HOSA chapter, please contact me
at jabbott.uthosa@gmail.com.

Medical Treatment of Minors
By Katherine Castellon, Southern PS
Rep
What is the appropriate treatment
for a minor? If a person is 17 or
younger, legally they are not
eligible for signing their own
medical procedures. The
adolescent would require the
signature of a parent or legal
guardian before medical care can
be administered. The issue with
this is that what if the parents are
divorced and one wants the
medical procedure done but the
other does not? What if the
guardian wants something but the
child does not? What if the parent
doesn’t want to take the risk but
the child wants it to cure or help
them? To whom do the doctors
listen? Do minors have rights to
their own bodies at all, or does it
all come back to the state and
guardians?
In the past 50 years people and
states have witnessed a gradual
build of the rights of minors, and
health care has been no exception.
Minors who previously had no
medical rights now found
themselves in the position of
making decisions about the most
medical procedures for themselves.
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There are some good things having
minors decide for themselves. One
being that they can choose for their
own bodies. That’s not saying they
are going to let them sign a consent
form to a risky surgery, but maybe
an adolescent can get a certain type
of medication prescribed to them
by a doctor or at least walk into the
doctor’s office by themselves. But,
parents could go unnoticed by their
child's actions and health issues.
Another thing is what if the child
doesn’t want a certain medical
procedure done to them, if they
had have previous experience to
them they might not want to go
through with it again.
A doctrine exists that provides
minors to give consent if they
show that they are mature enough
to make a decision on their own.
Known as the “mature minor”, it’s
a relatively new, legal concept
which only a few states such as
Arkansas and Nevada have enacted
into statute. The mature minor
doctrine takes into account the age
and situation of the minor to
determine maturity. The doctrine
has been consistently applied in
cases where the minor is sixteen
years or older, understand the
medical procedure in question and
the procedure is not serious.
If a doctor sees that a procedure
won’t hinder the health of a minor,
the minor should have a right to be
in control of their body and make
decisions regarding it; although,
application of the doctrine in other
circumstances is more
questionable.

HeLa Immortality
By Lindsey Middleton, Utah Co VP
Have you ever wanted to live
forever? Drink from the fountain
of youth, eat a golden apple, or
grasp the Holy Grail? Henrietta
Lacks, born in 1920, is still alive
today. This isn’t overly impressive
because there are plenty of people
that have lived to be older than 97

years old. Henrietta’s story is
remarkable because she died on
October 4, 1951; however, she’s
also still alive. How is this
possible?
Henrietta was diagnosed with
epidermoid carcinoma of the
cervix in January of 1951. Due to
the lack of knowledge back then,
her cancer was unsuccessfully
treated with radium, and nine
months later, the cancer overtook
her entire body.
Wanting to learn more, Henrietta’s
doctor took a sample of her
cervical tumor cells for research
purposes. After a few days, the
sample of Henrietta’s cells was still
alive – and still growing. Months
later, her cells, more commonly
known as HeLa cells, were thriving
when other cell samples had long
since died. These cells multiplied
so quickly that they appeared
incapable of dying. Could HeLa
cells be immortal?
Today, the HeLa cells that were
shared with doctors, researchers,
and universities across the world
are used for all kinds of scientific
pursuits. In the years after making
their debut, these miracle cells
contributed to countless medical
discoveries, including the effects of
radiation, gene mapping, AIDS,
and the first successful vaccine for
polio. These immortal cells have
been a blessing to the advancement
of medicine, due to their longevity
and speed of multiplication.
Henrietta Lacks didn’t drink some
magical water, eat a special apple,
or discover an enchanted goblet.
Perhaps she didn’t unlock the
secret to immortality – but her
cancer cells may have.

Faces Filled with Glee at the
2018 SLC...Well Almost
As the 2017 year comes to an end,
we are thrilled for the new
adventures and opportunities 2018
will bring. One of which is the

2018 State Leadership
Conference!
To help you prepare, here are a
few things you should definitely
remember to bring when attending
Utah HOSA’s largest conference
so far:

◽ Your uniform
◽ A few #2 pencils
◽ Copy of event guildlines
◽ Contact sheet with
.important phone numbers
To aid you even more, HOSA Inc.
has created The Ultimate HOSA
Conference Checklist. This
checklist will help you and your
chapter(s) manage the details.
Make sure to check it out at
www.hosa.org and search
“Checklist”!

Skin Cancer
By Kevin Kuehne, Salt Lake VP
Every summer, millions of people
head outside for some fun in the
sun; although it can be very
dangerous. Many people overlook
the importance of protecting their
skin. According to the American
Academy of Dermatology, “nearly
9,500 people in the U.S. are
diagnosed with skin cancer every
day.” Due to the high number of
cases, people need to learn how to
protect their skin from the sun.
To begin, let us see what makes the
sun so dangerous. The sun is
around 93,000,000 miles from the
earth, so how can it hurt me? Well,
the sun emits ultraviolet (UV)
radiation, this is why we can feel
its warmth. This gives off some
vitamin D, but the radiation can
also penetrate through the skin and
causes more damage than it helps.
UV radiation is present in all hours
of daylight, in every month, even if
it’s cold outside. UV radiation can
7

be categorized into three different
types, UVA, UVB, and UVC. Each
one serves a different role and has
a different severity, from tanning to
burning. UVC does not cause any
damage to the skin, and is the
lowest level of radiation. UVB is
more intense than UVC although it
is not as serious as UVA. UVB is
the reason behind tanning, burning,
as well as skin aging and is the
most common type of radiation.
Finally, UVA is the most
threatening form of the three. UVA
can penetrate deep through the skin
and rescript DNA cells. These
damaged cells are cancerous and
can spread throughout other parts
of the body if not treated.
Comparable to other diseases,
severity levels can vary. For
example, if one goes without
treatment for a prolonged time, the
damaged cells can spread further
than if it were caught early.

presidents at the Presidents’
session, and to have all your
officers and members who
attended FLC take it as well. In
order to receive points for anything
else your chapter does, you'll need
to let myself know what you did or
post it on Facebook, Instagram, or
Twitter using the
hashtag #UTHOSAGetPumped.
If you don't want to post what your
chapter did on your personal
account, make a HOSA account!
Simply having/making an account
will earn you points!
Regardless of the size or
experience of your chapter, we
encourage you to record what you
do! You'll get points for the HOSA
Games and if you add just a few
more steps, you can also be
recognized at the State and even
International level as an
Outstanding HOSA Chapter!

HOSA Games
Top 10
Points

School

1471

West
Northridge

820

Summit Academy

620

Itineris Early College

530

Mountain Crest

525

American Leadership
Academy

424

Timpanogos

371

Box Elder

300

Desert Hills

277

Timpview

275

Points last updated on 12/20/17

So how do we protect ourselves
from this form of cancer? The
answer is simple. When you go
outside for extended periods of
time, put on sunscreen and reapply
every couple of hours. Sunscreen
may sound too simple, but it is our
first line of defense from the
harmful radiation.

12 Days of a HOSA Christmas

2017-2018 HOSA Games
By Ellie Siddoway, Secretary

Utah HOSA members, thank
you all for the amazing
leadership, service and
support that you’ve shown
throughout the year!

The HOSA Games, a
friendly competition between
chapters across the state, is a great
opportunity to motivate the officers
and members in your chapter. The
top 3 winners will be announced at
the State Leadership Conference,
and the first place trophy is 3 feet
tall!!! So start working towards
that awesome trophy! If your
chapter donated to Texas HOSA,
let myself (Ellie Siddoway) know
by contacting me at
esiddoway.uthosa@gmail.com and
I will give your chapter points.

To our advisors, no words
can describe how grateful we
are to have you along our
side. You serve as the
motivators, supports and
guide our incredible
members towards success.
Thank your time, dedication,
effort and everything else
you do!
Thank you all for making
Utah HOSA the success that
it is! We truly wouldn’t be
here without you.

Another way to earn points is to
take that survey we showed

Happy Holidays!
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Answers can be found on Utah HOSA’s social media

